The perfect place for
your perfect day

Weddings
at Strathleven House

Charming details and
historical features to make
your day feel luxurious

Strathleven
House

Easily accessible from Glasgow and
Dunbarton, Strathleven House is an
ideal retreat on the west coast of
Scotland.
Whether you are looking for a
traditional, elegant event or a more
intimate and relaxed celebration, we
have the perfect venue.

A connection to history
The historic Oak Room is the perfect
choice for ceremonies, drinks
receptions and celebrations with a
difference. Close by Loch Lomond and
with beautiful grounds, Strathleven
House is perfectly positioned for
fantastic photography in one of
Scotland’s most romantic settings.

One of the earliest
Palladian mansions in
Scotland, including rare
examples of lovingly
restored 18th century
decoration

An ideal retreat

From the moment you arrive on the driveway to the main
house, the venue exudes character and charm with a
peaceful and intimate atmosphere within acres of mature
grounds. Our experienced team will work with you to
bring your ideas to life, and work with dedicated suppliers
to create the style and atmosphere that is right for you.

Attention to detail
Our team will work on every detail to
make your dream a reality, ensuring
your special day lives long in your
memory. When you book your wedding
at Strathleven House, all the profit
foes back into our charitable mission
of restorting and renovating beautiful
historic buildings.

The Oak
Room

Strathleven House is more than
just a venue. It offers a collection
of beautiful historically significant
rooms with intriguing histories and
stunning period decoration.
The Oak Room, with its rich wooden
panelling, showcases intricate
Corinthian pilasters topped by
a classical cornice and intricate
foliate frieze. The woodcarver likely
responsible, William Morgan, allso
produced similar work for Hamilton
Palace, now demolished.
Cosy and intimate, the Oak Room
is well suited for a small ceremony
of up to 60 guests, followed by a
drinks reception.
The room can also accommodate
a celebratory meal for up to 20
guests.

‘Amazing venue, great staff and
service made our wedding day
even more unique and perfect
than we could have dreamt.’

The Landing
From our entrance foyer you are
greeted by a stunning carved
staircase taking you up to the first
floor, with matching trompe d’oeil
paintwork. At the topis a bright and
airy landing space looking out over
our beautiful mature grounds.

The Landing is ideal for a glass of
fizz and chat with your guests - or
let them enjoy a drink while you and
your partner make the most of our
surroundings for some photos. It is
perfectly paired with the Oak Room
to host a reception post-ceremony.

The Grounds
Strathleven House is blessed with
acres of mature grounds. Make the
most of these for your ceremony,
drinks and photos - weather
permitting!
You can also make the most of
the nearby Loch Lomond for some
dramatic and romantic shots, or the
historic Dumbarton Castle - both
are only a 10 minute drive from
Strathleven House.
Our Events Team are also happy
to recommend local suppliers and
nearby accommodation on request..

Weddings

at Strathleven House

www.weddings.shbt.org.uk/strathleven-house
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01389 750 055
Levenside Road, Dumbarton, G82 3PD
@shbtweddings
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